Abstract. In this paper we propose and argue for a modular framework for interprocedural program analysis, where multiple program analysis tools are combined in order to exploit the particular advantages of each. This allows for "plugging together" such tools as required by each verification task and makes it easy to integrate new analyses. Our framework automates the sharing of information between plugins using a first order logic with transitive closure, in a way inspired by the open product of Cortesi et al.
Introduction
Finite-state model checking is a widely used method of formal verification in which one creates a finite model of some system's behaviour and then establishes properties of that system by exhaustively exploring the model's state space. Because all reachable states are examined, model checking gives very strong assurances of correctness compared to conventional testing techniques. Efficient "symbolic" model checking algorithms, based on BDDs, can now handle systems with upwards of 10 20 states [BCM + 92] . Traditional targets for model checking have been control systems and communication protocols.
Applications programs written in everyday programming languages tend to be infinite-state, and so model checking is not immediately applicable, but with the size, complexity and prevalence of such programs increasing all the time, methods of ensuring their reliability are of paramount importance. Thus it is unsurprising that recent work has explored the application of the technique to infinite-state software written in languages such as Java. The key to this is the process of abstraction: from the source program we produce an approximate, abstract program, which omits some of the detail of the original, but has finite-state behaviour and is therefore amenable to model checking.
Rest of paper:
The rest of the paper is structured as follows:
• Section 2 provides a brief account of the relevant background to our work, and the motivation for our new framework.
• In Sect. 3 we define our framework precisely. We give syntax and semantics to the simple programming language we analyse, define the notion of an analysis plugin which is central to our work and describe the mechanism by which these plugins cooperate. We give our algorithm for plugin-based interprocedural analysis, and state termination and soundness results.
• In Sect. 4 we describe our prototype implementation of an assertion checker, which includes plugins for three existing techniques: predicate abstraction, 3-valued shape analysis and a decidable pointer analysis (as in [BR01, LAMS04, MS01] respectively).
• In Sect. 5 we work through an example run of the verifier which demonstrates the increase in precision which our framework can provide.
• Finally Sect. 6 presents the thinking behind the various design decision we have taken, and the tradeoffs involved, and suggests future work.
This paper revises and extends the material from our workshop paper [Cha06b] . New sections address the use of type systems as plugins (Sect. 4.4), and discuss our choice of intermediate language (Sect. 6.1). The formal basis of our analysis framework is explained in greater detail than previously (in Sect. 3), though for reasons of space some details are omitted; a more comprehensive treatment appears in an earlier technical report [Cha06a] . 
Abstract interpretation and verification
The theory of Abstract Interpretation [CC92] is a general formal treatment of abstraction. It sets out conditions that an abstraction scheme ought to meet, and provides an assortment of results and algorithms that apply whenever these are satisfied.
To illustrate, consider a program with a single integer variable. The state of the program at any point of execution is an element of Z, and the set of possible states reachable at any particular program point is an element of the complete lattice P(Z) (the set of subsets of the integers, ordered by inclusion). Finding the set of reachable states for each program point requires an iterative, least-fixed-point calculation, but this may never terminate because P(Z) is infinite. Abstract Interpretation tells us to approximate P(Z) with a finite (or finite-height) lattice L, where we will have guaranteed termination.
One such lattice is the sign abstraction lattice L sign shown in Fig. 1 (left). The idea is that the elements {+, 0, −} retain the sign of the integer variable while throwing away its exact value. The parity lattice on the right of Fig. 1 is similar, recording only whether the integer is even or odd. The top element represents no information about the integer variable, and the bottom element represents inconsistent information (and should only occur for unreachable program points). Precise meaning is given to the elements of the abstract lattice by giving a concretisation function γ , in this case a function of type L sign → P(Z):
The set γ (a) is the set of concrete states represented by the abstract value a. From γ we define the abstraction function α : P(Z) → L sign which maps each concrete state set to its best abstract overapproximation (or conservative approximation, or safe approximation). For instance, both and + conservatively approximate the concrete state set {1, 2}, because γ ( ) Z ⊇ {1, 2} and γ (+) {n : n > 0} ⊇ {1, 2}, but we take α({1, 2}) + because + is more precise. On the other hand, for {0, 1, 2} the only available conservative approximation is , so α({0, 1, 2}) . Program statements such as assignments can be given meaning through a transfer function on the concrete state space. For example, the transfer function f : Z → Z associated with x : x − 1 is f (n) n − 1. With each such f we associate an abstract transfer function f # which operates on the abstract lattice and mimics the effect of f . For x : x − 1, we could have
Note that there is a kind of information loss in the above f # , at +: since 1 and 3 are both represented by +, and f (1) 0 and f (3) 2, the best we can safely do is to set f # (+) . These abstract transfer functions generate an abstract transition system which (under appropriate safety conditions on γ and the f # s) is a conservative approximation or simulation of the program's real behaviour, so that for every real execution path in the program there is a corresponding path in the abstract system (but not necessarily vice versa). Now we can search the abstract transition system for paths leading to "bad" or error states. If no such paths exist, we can conclude that executing the original program never leads to an error state. In particular we can do assertion checking, by transforming each assertion into code which tests the asserted condition and jumps to a special error label when it fails to hold.
Having seen the general setting, we now briefly describe the specific abstraction schemes that will be used in our system. 
Predicate abstraction
The idea of predicate abstraction is to group the concrete program states into equivalence classes based on the values they give to a finite collection of predicates. We choose abstraction predicates P 1 , . . . , P n , and then abstract each state s to the formula 1 ∧ · · · ∧ n where i P i if P i is true in s ¬P i if P i is false in s (Throughout, we use for meta-equality when we wish to distinguish this from the equality predicate inside a logic, which is always written .) Such formulae are called monomials. The meaning of the monomial 1 ∧· · ·∧ n , i.e. the concretisation γ ( ), is simply the set of states in which the formula holds. Each monomial over n abstraction predicates can be succinctly represented as a vector of n bits, where the ith bit records the polarity of P i .
Transitions between these abstract states can be calculated using a satisfiability checker for the logic in which the P i s are written. Hence, predicate abstraction combines model checking with verification by theorem proving.
Example 2.1 Returning to our statement x := x -1 in a program with a single integer variable, let us choose two abstraction predicates P 1 x 2 1 and P 2 x > 0. Using the "initial variable" x 0 to denote the value of the variable x before executing the statement, the formula x x 0 − 1 expresses the statement's effect. There is a transition from P 1 ∧ P 2 to ¬P 1 ∧ ¬P 2 because the formula
is satisfiable, by the concrete states x 0 1 and x 0. (We write [V \V 0 ] for substitution of every free variable v by its "initial" counterpart v 0 .) On the other hand, a transition to ¬P 1 ∧ P 2 is not possible, since the following is unsatisfiable.
(
(now the basis of Microsoft's Static Driver Verifier [Mic04] ) and the similar BLAST [HJMS02] implement predicate abstraction for C programs. Recursion is handled properly by constructing a summary of each procedure, which is then shared across all call sites.
These tools work well for checking (control-dominated) interface usage properties of device drivers, and require no provision of invariants by the user, but are ineffective when it comes to programs manipulating linked data structures such as linked lists and trees. To treat such structures effectively, we need to reason about reachability in an object graph: when inserting a node n into a list with head stored in variable v, for instance, the postcondition may state that "n is reachable from v by following a sequence of 'next' pointers". It is well known that first order logic (FO), on which SLAM and BLAST are based, is unable to express such properties.
We can add reachability to first order logic by allowing transitive closure formulae of the form
which are true just when there is some finite sequence of points starting at x and ending at y, and such that for each point a in the sequence the point b following it satisfies (a, b). The resulting logic is called first order logic with transitive closure, or FO(TC) (e.g. [Imm87] ). FO(TC) is desirable because it is very expressive; we can write conditions such as
(where the "initial" function g 0 gives the values of the g-field before execution) which is read as "only objects transitively reachable from x by f fields have had their g fields modified". Although there exists no complete proof procedure for FO(TC), recent work [LAIR + 05] suggests that one can do effective reasoning for FO(TC) using a first order theorem prover, by heuristically selecting a set of first order axioms which soundly describe transitive closure. 
Reasoning about object graphs with TVLA
The Three-Valued Logic Analyser (TVLA) software [LAMS04] implements a program analysis designed specifically for reasoning about the "shape" of heaps. Rather than using theorem proving, TVLA takes a model-based approach, using 3-valued models to represents sets of 2-valued ones. TVLA treats an object graph as a model of a predicate logic with unary and binary predicates. The domain of interpretation represents the set of allocated objects. For each (object-typed) program variable v there is a unary predicate V which holds only at the object pointed to by v. Similarly, pointer fields are represented by binary predicates. Data fields, such as integer-valued fields, are abstracted away.
To give the semantics for a statement s one provides an update rule for each predicate that s changes. These rules express the values of the predicates after execution of s in terms of their values beforehand. For instance v := u.f has the update rule
Abstraction is achieved by moving to a 3-valued logic, where there is an extra truth value Unknown (or ½) in addition to the usual True and False. In abstract states, such as the one in Fig. 2 , predicates may take the value Unknown, which is depicted as a dashed line. Summary nodes, drawn with a double circle, represent a whole group of one or more concrete nodes. The abstract heap in Fig. 2 represents all linked lists of length three or more starting at 'head' and where v points to the first or second element or is null. Sound abstract transfer functions are obtained automatically simply by interpreting the update rules over three truth values rather than two.
Summary nodes allow us to deal in a finite way with data structures whose sizes are (a priori) unbounded. This means that TVLA can be used to infer loop invariants for heap-manipulating programs. On the other hand, the introduction of the third value ½ means that sometimes TVLA cannot return a conclusive answer. Crucially, TVLA supports reachability (transitive closure) reasoning about objects in the heap, and extra instrumentation predicates can be defined to record reachability properties more precisely.
PALE
The Pointer Assertion Logic Engine (PALE) [MS01] , like TVLA, is a system for tracking the shapes of object graphs, abstracting away data fields such as integers, ensuring that data structures are updated in a way that preserves their consistency.
Unlike TVLA, PALE works only with certain kinds of heaps, namely the graph type data structures; these consist of some acyclic tree backbones augmented by some well-behaved "extra" pointers governed by a datatype invariant. A linked list where each node has a pointer to the last node is a graph type, as is a binary tree where the leaves are threaded into a cyclic list.
PALE accepts programs in a C-like language, ignoring arithmetic statements. The programmer must provide loop invariants (unlike with TVLA) and a special graph type declaration for each type used, such as the one for linked lists in Fig. 3 . The 'next' fields form the backbone, and the 'prev' fields are extra pointers, constrained by the declaration pointer prev:Node[this^Node.next={prev}] to be the inverses of the 'next' fields (^is the "backwards" operator, so this^Node.next denotes starting at this and going one step backwards along field Node.next).
The motivation for the restriction to graph types is that it makes the problem of checking heap properties decidable (even for complex properties involving reachability), because graph type heaps can be encoded conveniently as models of the decidable tree logic WS2S [KM01] . Thus-within its limited domain of application-the shape analysis of PALE is utterly precise. 
Combinators for abstractions
This section outlines research on defining and implementing combinations of abstractions, properly called products. The general situation is that one has two abstract lattices L 1 , L 2 with concretisation functions γ 1 , γ 2 and abstraction functions α 1 , α 2 . For the sake of illustration we consider the product of the sign and parity lattices in Fig. 1 .
The simplest kind of product is the direct product [CC79, CMB + 95], where one takes as elements of the product lattice all the pairs (a, b) ∈ L 1 × L 2 . The concretisation of (a, b) is simply γ 1 (a) ∩ γ 2 (b). Unfortunately this may introduce many redundant elements. What does (odd, 0) mean? Since the intersection of the odd integers and {0} is empty, it means the same as (⊥, ⊥). The latter is more precise when taken one component at a time, so we want to use it instead whenever we see (odd, 0). Similarly ( , 0) should be reduced to (even, 0). Removing the redundant elements in this way gives the desirable and well-behaved reduced product [CC92] .
How should we construct the abstract transfer functions on the reduced product? One possibility is to simply apply pointwise the transfer functions provided by L 1 and We can do better, however, if we allow L 1 and L 2 to interact cooperatively. The pointwise method gives (even, +) → (odd, ). But we know that if an integer n is even and n > 0, then n 2. Therefore n − 1 must be positive and odd, and the more precise (even, +) → (odd, +) is preferable. Such cooperation is formalised by intersecting the concretisations from the underlying lattices L 1 and L 2 , that is, by defining
The key question is how to implement such cooperation. The preceding definition does not tell us how -it is written in terms of operations on the concrete lattices and in general we cannot compute with these. Implementing the transfer functions directly is difficult and non-modular:
• The implementor must have complete knowledge of the structures of all the lattices, of which there may in general be n > 0.
• The constraints encoded by elements of the various lattices may interact in subtle ways, making the implementation hard to get right.
• The implementation needs to be re-done every time we change the combination of analyses used.
Open products
The open product [CCH00] attempts to combine abstractions automatically and modularly, which the reduced product does not, while still allowing cooperation between them.
The fundamental idea is to allow abstraction schemes to exchange information via a system of queries. We fix a set Q of queries about the program state. Each lattice L is now endowed with a query-answering function I : Q × L → {True, Unknown, False} where I (q, a) can be True (resp. False) if the query q is true (resp. false) in all concrete states represented by a, and is Unknown otherwise. Abstract transfer functions now take the queryanswering function provided by the other lattice as an extra argument, and may use it to produce more precise results. In the example of the previous subsection, if the abstract transfer function f # 2 of the sign analysis was able to send the query "Is it possible that x is 1?" to the parity analysis, we would get the desired result f # 2 (+) +. In [CCH00] open products are applied to the (shallow) optimisation of logic programs, but it appears that they have not been used with imperative programs, or for verification. 
Related work
The Hob project [KLZR05] also employs multiple analysis plugins for verification, applying each where it is needed. It shares some of the goals of our work, such as making the best use of analysis techniques with narrow domains of applicability (e.g. PALE). The analyses in Hob also exchange information using a common logic, but using the theory of boolean algebra with Presburger arithmetic [KNR05] instead of FO(TC).
An important difference, however, is that in Hob exactly one plugin is used for each "module" of the source program, and interaction occurs only at the module boundaries and not for each program statement. The authors strive to "decouple" the analyses whereas we seek to integrate them more tightly, to increase precision. Similar themes are found also in [NEFE03, CL05, Hub03].
Formal framework for interactive plugin-based analysis
In this section we define our interactive analysis framework precisely. We begin by specifying the class of programs we target. We provide small-step operational semantics for these programs.
We then introduce the notion of an analysis plugin, including the interface which plugins must implement, and requirements on plugins which will give rise to a sound analysis. We define a combination operator on plugins, which makes them work cooperatively, sharing information using FO(TC).
To complete the development we present our algorithm for plugin-based interprocedural analysis, and state termination and soundness results.
Representation of programs
Here we define precisely the kind of programs to be analysed in our framework. Rather than dealing with source code and its associated nuisances, we shall simply define programs in terms of their flow control graphs.
Fix once and for all countably infinite disjoint sets VarNames, FieldNames, MethodNames and ClassNames, and a distinguished element this ∈ VarNames. Definition 3.1 A statement has one of the following forms:
where u, v i , p i ∈ VarNames, m ∈ MethodNames, c ∈ ClassNames and throughout the paper ⊗ ∈ {+, −, ×}. is a formula of the logic L (whose introduction we defer to a later Sect. 3.3). We call the forms in the left column above safe assignment statements, we call the forms u : v.f and u.f : v dangerous assignment statements, and write skip as shorthand for assume(True).
Definition 3.2 A control flow graph is a graph as in Fig. 4 . The numbered nodes are the different control locations, and the edges between them are labelled with statements. If a node has more than one out-edge, all must be labelled with 'assume' statements, the formulae of which must be exhaustive. Return edges must be self-loops. A special error node is always numbered −1. For a control flow graph G, the notation n s − → n ∈ G will mean that G contains an edge from node n to node n labelled with statement s.
The left of Fig. 4 shows a small example program, written in a Java-like syntax that would be given to a compiler, and annotated with a behavioural assertion. The right hand side shows the corresponding control flow graph with which we work. Such graphs are close to what a compiler would produce internally from the source code. Because our control flow graphs can use only a minimal set of statement forms, there is not necessarily an exact correspondence between statements in the source code and those in the graph.
where: m ∈ MethodNames is the method's name, p i ∈ VarNames are the formal parameters, l i ∈ VarNames are its local variables and G is its control flow graph. We will use appropriately named projection functions when dealing with tuples: the functions Formals, Locals and Graph will project the respective components of a method.
where: c ∈ ClassNames is the class' name, f i ∈ FieldNames are its fields and M i are its methods. The functions Fields and Methods will project the respective components.
Definition 3.5 A program P is a list of classes. With each program we will associate a "main" method m P ∈ MethodNames where execution is to begin, and an initial formula P ∈ L describing the conditions in which the program is to be started.
In order to be able to define the semantics of programs fully precisely, we define fourteen healthiness conditions which make a program well-formed. In the main these conditions are unsurprising (a program cannot contain two classes with the same name, statements cannot refer to variables which don't exist in the current scope, etc.) and are already met by programs accepted by compilers. However, one condition deserves special mention: since we have chosen not to address inheritance and subtyping of classes, we insist that no two distinct classes declare methods or fields of the same name.
Since classes and methods are uniquely named in a well-formed program, we shall afford ourselves the liberty of writing c when we really mean "the class whose name is c", and m in place of "the method whose name is m".
Representation of program states
Definition 3.6 An environment is a function VarNames → Z. Let Env be the set of all environments.
Definition 3.7 A stack frame is a triple (m, n, env) where m ∈ MethodNames names the current method, n ∈ N ∪ {−1} is the number of the current control location (recall that −1 is the special error location), and env is the environment. We name the respective projections Method, Location and Env. A stack is a non-empty list of stack frames whose head is taken to be the top of the stack.
Definition 3.8 An object record is a pair (c, F ) where c ∈ ClassNames says which class the object is an instance of, and F is a partial function from FieldNames to Z giving values to the fields of the object. Let ObjRec be the set of all object records. We name the respective projections Class and Fields. Definition 3.9 A heap is a partial function from N >0 to ObjRec. We use 0 as the null address (and will use 0 and null interchangeably from now on). Let Heap be the set of all heaps.
Definition 3.10 Finally, a program state is a pair (s, h) where s is a stack and h is a heap. Let State be the set of all program states. We name the respective projections Stack and Heap.
As with programs, we require that states satisfy additional (tedious) conditions to be well-formed: for example, for the heap h, if h(a) (c, F ) then the program P includes a class C with name c whose fields are exactly dom(F ).
Our logic for program states
We now present the logic L which is used to describe program states. In fact, L will do triple duty, being used to express:
• guards for alternation and iteration statements in programs, • assertions about desired program behaviour and • information exchanged between cooperating analysis plugins.
We have chosen to use a first order logic with transitive closure, or FO(TC). This important design decision will be discussed in Sect. 6.1. The syntax of the logic is given in Fig. 5 . We reserve the right to use standard abbreviations, e.g. ∀ X for ¬ ∃ X ¬ .
Formulae are interpreted over pairs of states, each consisting of an "earlier" and "later" state. This allows us to express the effect of a program statement by relating the state after its execution to the state before. Program variables and fields subscripted with 0 refer to the earlier state, and those without to the later one. Similarly the Allocd c (x) predicate, which expresses that an object of class c is allocated at memory address x, comes in two versions. Quantification is allowed only over logical variables which are kept separate from program variables and capitalised. Informally, the transitive closure operator TC works as follows: TC [A,B] [ (A, B)] (t 1 , t 2 ) says that from t 1 we can "reach" t 2 via some path of intermediate points, such that for each point A in the path the point B following it satisfies (A, B).
For a formula of L we write for the set of models where is true. One might expect to be a subset of State × State; however only the current environment and the heap are used when evaluating formulae, so we define ⊆ (Env × Heap) × (Env × Heap) and lift to pairs of states in the obvious way. In some situations, such as when evaluating an 'assume' statement, we have only one state to consider, and will be free of 0-subscripts. In such cases we treat as simply a set of states. We lack the space to give the semantics formally, and instead refer the interested reader to the technical report [Cha06a] . In any case the semantics are largely predictable; we point out only that all terms are interpreted as integers, and that operations which are "undefined" (such as looking up a field at an unallocated address) give arbitrary integer results.
Small-step program semantics
We define the semantics of each program in a standard way: for each kind of statement we give a rule describing its execution; the conclusion of each such rule is a single step of execution of the program. Example 3.11 The rule for applying an arithmetic operator ⊗ ∈ {+, −, ×} is:
Informally, the premises of this rule state that:
1. the control flow graph for the current method m contains an edge from the current location n to the next location n , labelled with the statement u : v 1 ⊗ v 2 , and 2. the new environment e is the same as the old one, except it has been updated at the variable assigned to, u, with the result of the arithmetic operation.
The heap h, the stack frames xs further up the stack, and the current method m all remain unaffected.
The full set of rules is given in Fig. 6 . Transitions to error states occur only for field reads and writes, i.e. statements u x.f and x.f v, when the variable x either does not point to any allocated object, or points to an object for which the field f is not defined.
Remark 3.12 For a well-formed program P, the semantic relation relates well-formed states on the left to well-formed states on the right. 
Our interface for analysis plugins
In this subsection we present and discuss the notion of an analysis plugin which is central to our work. Intuitively an analysis plugin is a program analysis tool which has been appropriately wrapped for integration into our system.
Definition 3.14 An analysis plugin is a module implementing the interface of Fig. 7 . Informally the role of each interface component is as follows (we will ignore the type Config and the function χ for now):
• The datatype T is the type of the abstract values used by the plugin.
• The (notional) concretisation function γ gives meaning to the abstract values (elements of T ), just as it did in Sect. 2.1. • Calling share(cf, m, a, s) asks the plugin to share an L -formula which is valid in all concrete states represented by the abstract state a (i.e. is entailed by a) and might be useful to other plugins when computing successors for the statement s in method m. • Calling succ(cf, m, a, s, ) computes the set of abstract states the program may reach by executing the assignment statement s in a concrete state represented by a and satisfying the formula . In practice will be the information gathered from the other plugins by share. (Thus succ is similar to the abstract transfer functions f # of Sect. 2.1.) • The function succ C generates successors for call statements, as succ does for assignment statements.
• Returning from a method call is again treated similarly, by succ R , except that two abstract values must be supplied instead of one: one describing the callee's state at the return point, and one describing the caller's state when the call was made. Approximately, constraints on the heap after the return are taken from the first, whereas constraints on the caller's local variables are taken from the second.
• init is used to start off the analysis; init(cf, ) returns abstract values representing the possible initial states of the program, when it is started in a state satisfying .
Note that plugins abstract only the current environment and the heap; the values of local variables further up the stack (i.e. in calling contexts) are not abstracted (and cannot be accessed by formulae of L ) because they do not influence execution in the current method. This approach allows us to use procedure summarisation (as in Fig. 6 . Small-step operational semantics of programs. Equalities of the form f (x) y should be read as implying that x ∈ dom(f ) [BR00] ) to analyse programs with recursive methods. Also note that here sharing of formulae is performed only for assignment statements; in [Cha06a] we also treat sharing during calls and returns.
In general, plugins may be "reconfigurable" or "tunable". For predicate abstraction, for example, we may choose any finite set of abstraction predicates. Thus we make each plugin's functions parametric in a set Config of configurations; these are set on a per-method basis. The function χ is the "characteristic function" of configurations: it interprets a configuration to the subset of abstract values which are appropriate for that configuration.
Example 3.15
To illuminate the preceding definition we show how to frame the monomial predicate abstraction technique mentioned in Sect. 2.2 as a plugin. We will define in turn the elements of Fig. 7 . 386 N. Charlton   Fig. 7 . The interface which analysis plugins must implement in order to be integrated into our system. The role of each component is discussed in Definition 3.14 A configuration for predicate abstraction is just a choice of n abstraction predicates:
The plugin's abstract datatype contains all formulae which are conjunctive at the top level:
| is a conjunction of formulae of L but for each configuration, only formulae made from that configuration's predicates are allowed:
Concretisation is easy: since the abstract values are formulae of L , we map each to the set of states where it is true: γ ( ) : Defining share is likewise simple -we simply share the entire abstract value (replacing each variable v with the corresponding initial variable v 0 , to indicate that we are describing the state before statement execution):
Transitions between monomials are computed with a satisfiability checker as usual in predicate abstraction (see Example 2.1). To see whether executing statement s in a state described by might leave us in a state described by , i.e. to see whether 1 ∧ · · · ∧ n ∈ succ(cf, m, , s, ), we check the satisfiability of
The formula Post(s, m) expresses the effect of statement s in method m; e.g. if m declares only the variables x and y, Post (x := x + 2, m) x x 0 + 2 ∧ y y 0 Method calls and returns are treated similarly: 
For calls, the Post C formula connects the actual and formal parameters, and for returns Post R connects the value returned in the callee to the variable waiting to receive it in the caller. For example, if a method declared by method m(a, b) is called by m(x, 10) the Post formula will be a x 0 ∧ b 10. Recall that satisfiability of FO(TC) formulae is undecidable. However, we can still obtain a safe analysis, by assuming that formulae are satisfiable when we cannot show otherwise. This means that, when we cannot determine whether a given transition exists, we assume that it does.
Healthiness conditions on plugins
When we come to apply our plugins to programs, we will need to address two concerns: We now outline conditions on plugins that will guarantee these desirable properties. For a full formulation (albeit with some presentational differences) the reader is referred to [Cha06a] .
One way to ensure termination is to insist that the type T be finite, but we consider this to be too restrictive. Consider predicate abstraction: because there are infinitely many possible abstraction predicates, there are infinitely many monomials that can be formed from them. But given any particular choice of n abstraction predicates, there are only finitely many monomials (in fact 2 n of them), so termination is assured. Hence, we require χ to produce only finite subsets of T . Of course, we must make associated restrictions to ensure that the plugin's functions only return abstract values which are appropriate for the configuration; the condition for the succ function is
the conditions for the other interface functions are similar. We now turn our attention to soundness. We stated in the introduction that it is acceptable-and indeed necessary-to have imprecision in program analyses, as long as they are sound (or safe or conservative). Here we need to say precisely what it means for a plugin to provide a sound analysis.
Suppose our analysis is about to process an assignment statement s in method m with configuration cf, and suppose that the abstract state is a ∈ T . Let c be any concrete state that a represents, i.e. let (e, h) ∈ γ (a) where e and h are the current environment and heap in c. (Recall that only the heap and the environment in the top stack frame are abstracted.) Let c c where state c has environment e and heap h . Firstly we need to be sure that the formula exported by the plugin, via share, really does describe the execution of s, i.e. we require
Secondly, we need to know that, provided the formula imported from the other plugins is correct, the new abstract states computed by succ conservatively model the effect of the statement s:
If (e, h) , e , h ∈ then for some a ∈ succ(cf, m, a, s, ) we have (e , h ) ∈ γ (a )
The conditions for calls, returns and initialisation are similar.
Our worklist algorithm for interprocedural plugin-based analysis
Figures 8, 9 and 10 give the worklist algorithm we use for interprocedural analysis. This algorithm builds an abstract transition system which overapproximates the target program. In the next subsection we will give a 388 N. Charlton   Fig. 9 . Pseudocode for the worklist-step procedure called in Fig. 8 combination operator on plugins which makes them cooperate; thus it suffices here to present the algorithm with a single plugin. The states of the abstract system are generated in the set Nodes and have the form A (m, n, a) where: the method name m ∈ MethodNames and node number n ∈ Z give the control location and a ∈ T is one of the plugin's abstract values, representing the heap and environment.
The edges of the abstract system are generated in the sets Edges, CallEdges and RtnEdges; we will write A ➝ A to mean that (A, A ) is in at least one of these. Abstract traces are then sequences of states A 0 , . . . , A k meeting the following conditions:
Initialisation: A 0 is of the form (m P , 0, a). Consecution: For all i such that 0 i < k, A i ➝ A i+1 . Fig. 10 . Pseudocode for the return-step procedure called in Fig. 8 We distinguish the three types of edges because, based on [BR00], we use summarisation to handle recursive methods without requiring that methods be annotated with pre-and post-conditions.
For statements other than method returns, we use a worklist to keep track of which abstract states still need to be visited. The procedure worklist-step removes an abstract state from the worklist and generates its successors. Returns cannot be processed in this way because the same abstract state at a return point may need to be matched with several different abstract calling states; the procedure return-step handles them instead. The main procedure consists of some initialisation, and then applying either worklist-step or return-step until neither is applicable.
In worklist-step we deal with dangerous assignments by splitting our analysis into two branches, one branch where the memory access succeeds, which we distinguish by allowing the plugin to assume Allocd C 0 (u 0 ), and another branch where the memory access fails. In this second branch we give the plugin the formula ¬Allocd C 0 (u 0 ), whereupon the plugin must try to close this branch by establishing that ¬Allocd C 0 (u 0 ) contradicts the plugin's abstract state.
The following three results show that the algorithm does compute a sound abstraction of the program. Proofs are not given here; the reader is referred to the technical report [Cha06a] (though there are superficial differences in the presentation). Note that the finiteness conditions such as condition (1) are designed to make the proof of termination go through, and the soundness conditions such as (2) and (3) to make the simulation proof work. 
Combining analysis plugins
The following definition explains how to combine two plugins, to make them cooperate using L as a common language; the result is another plugin, which can be combined again, or used in the analysis algorithm.
Definition 3.19
Given plugins 1 and 2 , we construct their combination 1 2 as:
• χ ((cf 1 , cf 2 ) ) : χ 1 (cf 1 ) × χ 2 (cf 2 )
• init((cf 1 , cf 2 ), ) : init 1 (cf 1 , ) × init 2 (cf 2 , )
• share ((cf 1 , cf 2 ), m, (a 1 , a 2 ), s) : share 1 (cf 1 , m, a 1 , s) ∧ share 2 (cf 2 , m, a 2 , s) • succ ((cf 1 , cf 2 ), m, (a 1 , a 2 ) , s, ) : succ 1 (cf 1 , m, a 1 , s, ) × succ 2 (cf 2 , m, a 2 , s, ) where When asked to share a formula, 1 2 asks each of 1 and 2 for a formula, and conjoins the results. When generating successors, 1 and 2 are given each others' shared formulae, as well as the incoming formula , and asked to generate their own sets of successors. All pairs of these are then returned. We do not try to eliminate inconsistent pairs here, because this happens in a later iteration of the analysis anyway, when those pairs have their own successors generated. 
Description of prototype implementation
We have realised the framework just described as a prototype static assertion checker, which we report on in this section. The checker accepts programs written in a Java-like syntax and annotated with assertions, translates them to a control flow graph-based representation as in Sect. 3.1, and analyses them with the algorithm of Fig. 8 . The user may give a constraint on the state at the beginning of execution, corresponding to the environment in which the code will be run. The checker looks for assertion violations and memory errors (reading or writing a field using an address that is not allocated, or is allocated to an object of the wrong class). The outcome is either success, in which case the program is error-free, or an abstract counterexample trace. Such an abstract trace may correspond to a real error trace in the program, or may be infeasible.
By studying an infeasible trace, the user can try to work out where the abstraction is lacking, reconfigure the plugins accordingly and run the checker again. Improving the abstraction is called abstraction refinement, and the whole process is the abstract-check-refine cycle, (e.g. [BR02, HJMS02] ). Each plugin may be enabled or disabled, and enabled plugins are configured on a per-method basis. Plugins will guess configurations where they are not given, to serve as a reasonable starting point for the abstract-check-refine cycle.
Presently there is no support for automatic abstraction refinement (see future directions in Sect. 6.2). However, to aid in the understanding of abstract traces, they can be output hierarchically in XML format. At the top level, the tree contains the sequence of abstract states making up the trace. Within each abstract state, one can see the formulae exchanged and the values of each of the plugins. At the lowest level, one can see exactly the execution of the underlying analyses, such as the invocations of the theorem prover for predicate abstraction. Thus the user may collapse irrelevant parts of the trace and focus on interesting features. A screenshot is included in Sect. 5 (Fig. 13, right) .
The prototype is implemented in Standard ML. Currently there are four plugins, three of them based on existing software: Fig. 11. An abstract (3-valued) heap from the TVLA plugin. A question mark postfixed to a unary predicate indicates that it has the unknown truth value, or ½ 1. predicate abstraction plugin, using an existing theorem prover, 2. 3-valued shape analysis using TVLA, 3. graph-type pointer analysis using PALE, 4. a plugin based on a simple type system.
We will spend the rest of this section describing the existing plugins and the analyses they provide, as well as how they are implemented.
Predicate abstraction plugin
Using the theorem prover Simplify [DNS05] this plugin provides predicate abstraction as set out in Example 3.15. The default configuration (i.e. set of abstraction predicates) for each method is taken to be the set of formulae appearing in 'assume' statements in that method (except True, and including only one of P and ¬P) and can be added to by manually reconfiguring the plugin. Transitive closure is provided for with a few simple first order axioms in the style of [LAIR + 05].
TVLA plugin
As explained in Sect. 2.3, TVLA represents heaps as models of a three-valued logic with unary and binary predicates. Our models use the following "core" predicates:
• For each program variable v, the nullary predicate NullVar [v] indicates that the variable v is null, and the unary predicate The NullVar [v] predicates are necessary because a variable which does not point to some object is not automatically null-perhaps the variable is being used for arithmetic, for instance. Figure 11 shows an example heap, containing exactly two objects of class C, pointed to by the variables u and v. The 'next' field of the object on the right definitely points to the object on the left; the 'next' field of the left object is not pinned down-it may point to the other object, to itself, be null, or indeed contain any integer at all.
It is pointed out in [Yor03] that with shape graphs such as these, one can represent the set of all three-colourable heaps, a class which cannot be defined in FO(TC) [Imm99] unless NL = NP. We mention this to emphasize that although communication between plugins must be in FO(TC), the (private) abstract values which each plugin uses are unrestricted and may express constraints which cannot be translated exactly into FO(TC).
Configurations for the TVLA plugin include:
1. instrumentation predicates, which make the abstraction more precise by tracking additional properties (often reachability and heap-sharing properties) [SRW02] , 2. sharing patterns (which we discuss shortly).
The update rules for handling program statements are much the same as in the standard TVLA examples. Now we consider how information expressed in L can be translated for use by TVLA and vice versa. Since TVLA's logic is also a first order logic with transitive closure, formulae of L are nearly in the right form already. The two difficulties are that: 1. The universes over which the logics are interpreted are different. In L variables range over Z, whereas in TVLA's logic they range over (just) the allocated objects. 2. Fields are encoded with functions in L but with relations in TVLA.
We have defined a translation → † from a fragment of L to TVLA's logic. For space reasons we omit it; it may be found in [Cha06a] . The succ operations make use of the translated formulae † by adding them to the TVLA model as consistency rules. This causes TVLA to reject abstract heaps incompatible with the formula. Additionally, sometimes we can cause TVLA to sharpen a value from ½ to a definite value (True or False) by first using † as a focus formula (see [SRW02] ); the focus operation effectively splits an abstract heap where † has value ½ into the cases where it is definitely true or definitely false. 1 Formulae which are not in the required form for translation, but include top-level conjuncts which are, will be partially translated.
For example, running the no-operation statement skip on the heap in Fig. 11 with next(v) null will cause the heap to be rejected. Using instead next(u) u will sharpen the dashed self-loop for the left object into a solid edge, and consequently remove the dashed edge between the objects and set NullField [next] to False on the left object.
The translation can be reused to induce transfer of information in the other direction, when running share. Configurations for TVLA specify patterns of L -formulae for potential sharing. For example, the default configurations contain the following sharing patterns:
where U , V stand for any variables in scope.
For each candidate , we form the translation † and check whether ¬ † is consistent with the TVLA model. If not, then is "entailed" by the TVLA model, and becomes a conjunct in the formula exported by share. We have not yet explored a direct translation from TVLA to L .
Even though the TVLA system doesn't "understand" an integer constraint such as data(x) < data(y), it is in principle possible to draw inferences useful to TVLA from them: for instance data(x) < data(y) tells us that x and y cannot be equal. We do not currently use such inferences, and we do not know whether a most precise translation exists from L to TVLA's logic.
PALE plugin
Recall from Sect. 2.4 that the PALE tool analyses only graph type heaps (those based around a tree backbone), for which a declaration must be given, saying which fields form the backbone and how additional fields must behave. Thus each configuration for the PALE plugin contains such a declaration (Fig. 3 is an example) . The other component of configurations is a set of sharing patterns; as for the TVLA plugin we identify a subset of L constraints that we can translate into PALE's logic, and also use that to induce a translation in the other direction.
The abstract values T {Good, All} for PALE simply record whether the graph type declaration given has been respected. The value Good concretises to the set of heap-environment pairs which meet the declaration, whereas All concretises to all heap-environment pairs (and so conveys nothing). A considerable limitation is that for the PALE plugin to do any analysis, the target program's entire heap must be a graph type. If only a part of the heap is of the right form, we would like to apply PALE to only this part, but currently we cannot.
Plugin for a simple type system
In the programming language we target, all variables contain integer values. However, we can broadly classify variables according to their use: some are used for integer data values (and have arithmetic operators applied to them) and some are used to store the addresses of objects (and have field reads and writes and method calls applied to them). If the programmer accidentally mixes these uses, it is likely that running the program will produce run-time errors (represented, for us, by a transition to the error location).
A standard way to prevent such errors is to type-check the code at compilation time. Here we present a simple type system which prevents mixing "data" integers with "address" integers. 
The following theorem shows that for well-typed programs, certain run-time errors can never occur, namely those where a variable is expected to contain the address of an object of some class C 1 but actually points to one of a different class C 2 . Therefore, checking for these errors at runtime is unnecessary. We will now turn this type system into a plugin (Fig. 12) . We take our configurations to be the type assignments (insisting that every method of the program receives the same configuration), and our abstract states to be just Yes( ), which says that the type assignment is valid and is in force, and No which says that no type assignment is in force. Consequently, the concretisation function γ is defined in terms of the appropriate s.
The init operation performs two checks. Firstly, it type-checks the entire program against the given . If the program type-checks, then by Theorem 4.2, executing the program preserves the property of meeting . However, it remains to be checked that the initial state meets , so init invokes the theorem prover Simplify to see whether the necessary s follow from the initial constraint P . If both checks pass, then init returns Yes( ), otherwise No.
Functions succ, succ C and succ R do not have any work to do, because the whole program has been typechecked right at the beginning; they merely return the same value they are given. The purpose of the plugin lies in share. Suppose we are in Yes( ) mode and have reached a dangerous assignment u : v.f . Through share the plugin contributes the formula v 0 ∨ Allocd c 0 (v). As long as another plugin can produce the fact that the variable is non-null, the analysis will be content that no memory error is possible. The detailed example in Sect. 5 will show this in action.
We conclude this section with a few remarks. • This particular type system does not provide anything that can not be obtained by predicate abstraction, using the appropriate s above as abstraction predicates. But the type system plugin does work more efficiently: it performs a cheap static check once, rather than causing the theorem prover to do extra work at every iteration.
• If a program does not type-check, it does not mean that the program can reach an error state-perhaps the program is fine, but a more dynamic (expensive) analysis such as predicate abstraction is required to establish this. For example, using predicate abstraction with the formulae above allows us to temporarily break and reestablish the invariant, e.g. by x : x + 1; x : x − 1 on an "address" variable x. We think it makes sense to have both approaches available and cooperating. (Similar comments apply to constant propagation [NNH99] , which can also be encoded using predicate abstraction.) • Finally, the above type system is clearly simple and the information it contributes to the analysis is weak. We would like to work on integrating more interesting type systems, such as the non-null types from the Cyclone language [JMG + 02], and ownership type systems (e.g. [DM05] ) which we return to in Sect. 6.2.
Detailed example
In this section we trace what happens when we run our analysis tool on the program P in Fig. 13 (left) . Suppose we use just the predicate abstraction, TVLA and type system plugins, and as our initial constraint we have
which says that x and y are null, and the heap is empty. We configure the plugins as follows:
• Predicate abstraction: we choose abstraction predicates P 1 data(x) 10 and P 2 data(x) < data(y), and set cf PA : {P 1 , P 2 }.
• TVLA: we take no instrumentation predicates, and choose our sharing patterns to be the defaults, i.e. V null, U V and their negations.
• Type system: we assign the variables x and y the type Ref (C) , and give the type Int to the field data. We will call this type assignment .
When the analysis begins, the first thing that happens is that init is invoked on each plugin. For predicate abstraction, we have
The expression data(x) is "undefined" and gets an arbitrary value, and so both P 1 and ¬P 1 are consistent. However, we cannot have P 2 : because P says that both x and y are null, P 2 ∧ P entails data(null) < data(null) and is therefore unsatisfiable 2 (and the theorem prover is able to show this). which concretise to the empty heap and all non-empty heaps respectively. The plugin translates P into TVLA's logic as:
This translated formula causes the right hand heap h 2 to be eliminated, and the left hand heap h 1 is sharpened to
<empty heap> h3:
The type system is able to type-check the program and, since P tells us that x and y are initially null, is able to decude that these variables start out with values of the required type. So we have init( , P ) {Yes( )}. Therefore, the initial worklist is:
Suppose that, at the first iteration of the algorithm, the analyser chooses the first of these, (main, 0, (P 1 ∧ ¬P 2 , h 3 , Yes( ))), to remove from the worklist and process. The first step for the analyser is to request a shared 396 N. Charlton formula from each plugin. The predicate abstraction plugin simply shares its entire monomial:
The TVLA plugin expands the sharing patterns in its configuration, V null, U V and their negations, into candidates for sharing. For example, V null expands to x null and y null. These are translated and tested against the heap, resulting in the shared formula
Because the statement being executed is not a potentially dangerous memory access, the type system plugin doesn't contribute anything: NullVar [y] h4:
Observe that this time P 1 isn't generated, only ¬P 1 , because new objects have their fields initialised to zero. Now let us skip forward to a more interesting iteration, where sharing makes a crucial difference. Eventually the analysis will arrive at the following abstract state: Field [data] Field [data] h5:
about to execute y.data : 11. In order to check for a potential memory error when updating the field data at y, the analyser invokes succ in two distinct "branches": one with the formula ¬Allocd C 0 (y) and targeting the error node −1, representing a memory error, and one with Allocd C 0 (y) and targeting the next node 4, representing safe execution.
The branch representing an error will be closed as follows. The type system will contribute y null∨Allocd C 0 (y) and TVLA will contribute y 0 null. This is not consistent with ¬Allocd C 0 (y), so no successor states will be generated. Now, in the other (ordinary) branch, in the next state we will have to validate the assertion data(x) < data(y) (i.e. P 2 ). TVLA cannot do this alone because it "does not understand" integers. On the other hand, predicate abstraction alone will produce some states with ¬P 2 because it "doesn't know" that we do not have x y, and therefore "reasons" that the update to y.data may update x.data as well. But the combination of the two of them works: TVLA shares x 0 y 0 and this allows predicate abstraction to infer that x.data is unaffected, and so the assertion is established.
The screenshot in Fig. 13 (right) shows the counterexample trace produced by our tool if we don't use the type system plugin; the analysis cannot determine that the memory access x.data : 10 is safe, and so produces a successor at the error state. correspondingly more difficult. There appears to be little known about automated theorem proving in second and higher order logics. Technically, sound reasoning about higher order logics can be encoded in FO (see e.g. [NR03] ) so an analogue of point 2. above applies, but the encodings appear too awkward to use, whereas the encodings of FO(TC) are quite clean.
In terms of the particular plugins we have so far, we speculate that second order logic might be a better fit with the PALE tool, but would fit less well with TVLA. With respect to point 3. above, it would be interesting to see if there is a similar connection between FO(TC) and the heap description formalisms based on graph grammars.
Future directions
Efficiency and sharing: Our prototype currently suffers from being rather slow. We suspect this is caused mainly by plugins sharing formulae when it isn't necessary: running the analyses together but exchanging no formulae is no slower than running them separately, and may in fact be faster because execution paths ruled out by one of the tools need not be considered by the others.
Exchanging information is necessarily more work, but we hope to minimise the additional cost by making sharing smarter, so that formulae are only propagated to where they are useful. Of course, working out when sharing is beneficial and when it is unnecessary is a daunting problem. Perhaps we can use an approach in the spirit of lazy abstraction [HJMS02] , which adds abstraction predicates just where they are necessary. We certainly hope to do better than the current coarse scheme (recall that the predicate abstraction plugin shares entire monomials, while the TVLA and PALE plugins are given simple templates for properties to share).
Counterexample-guided abstraction refinement: Our current prototype contains no support for the CEGAR (counterexample-guided abstraction refinement) paradigm (e.g. [BR02, HJMS02] ), in which an infeasible abstract trace generated by a failed verification is used to refine the abstraction. If verification fails, the user must manually reconfigure the plugins. Running several analyses together creates a new issue when automating abstraction refinement: How do we decide which plugin to reconfigure? E.g. we may have the choice between adding a new predicate to the predicate abstraction plugin, or adding a new instrumentation predicate to the TVLA plugin. A similar issue is encountered in work on automatically proving termination [CPR05] , where one has to choose whether to refine the choice of abstraction predicates, or refine the set of relations used to show termination.
Ownership: We pointed out earlier that ownership is related to shape properties of the heap. Therefore we are interested in using the same trick as in Sect. 4.4 with ownership type systems. The one we have in mind is Universe types ([DM05] ). In the Universe type system not every desired ownership property can be inferred statically, so the programmer sometimes has to override the type system by writing a type cast. Thus we plan to exploit a two-way exchange with shape analyses, using information from shape analysis to establish that the programmer's casts are legitimate, and using ownership information to enhance shape analysis.
